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1. INTRODUCTION 

Language has a very crucial role in human life because language is a medium for humans to 

communicate. Through language, people can convey ideas, thoughts, feelings and desires. As 

language develops, the analysis of language aspects will grow. Wrong communication can be found in 

a conversation/dialogue between participants known as speakers and hearers. In an utterance, the 

speaker must pay close attention to the profound situations towards the speaker's interpretation, such 

as who is the speaker, where, when, and how the speaker the speaker's situation at that time. 

In diplomacy field, sometimes the government delivers some diplomatic remarks/responses through 

people like Minister of Foreign Affairs. In diplomatic note, speakers use politeness strategies to seek 

or strengthen threats to the face of the hearer (face threatening act). Speakers can also use a politeness 

strategy to save his own face. Face in this case, not only personally to the speaker's self, but also 

shows the image of the country represented by him. This research will provide a description of 

language role through the concept of politeness. 

The diplomats and nation ambassadors will get benefit from this research. They can use the concept of 

politeness. They can learn English that is used in the field of Linguistics and diplomacy; also, they 

will know and utilize the benefits by adding knowledge through pragmatic in the field of diplomacy. 

The linguistics theories used in this research are Joos (1967) and Chaer (1995) theory about types of 

situation, Austin (1962), Searle (1979), and Loxely (2007) theory about utterances and speech acts, 

and politeness strategies theory by Brown and Levinson (1983).  Types of situation according to Joos 

(1967) are frozen, formal, consultative, casual, and intimate. 

The issues of espionage allegation, people smuggling, Schapelle Corby and Papua province have 

become major issues for both countries, which may cause harms to the bilateral relation between two 

countries.  At 2002, both governments agreed to establish political dialogue forum named The Bali 

Process, which is co-chaired by both governments and supported by the United Nations. However, 

back in 2011, this particular issue had almost harmed the bilateral relation between both governments.  
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From this preliminary theory, it is considered that the politeness strategy performed during diplomatic 

communication is mostly FTA off-record strategy, while the situation that embodies in diplomatic 

press release transcription is consultative style.  Therefore, the formulations of this study are: what 

types of situations used in diplomatic press release transcription? And what types of politeness 

strategy found in the implementation for framework? This research applies qualitative method to 

answer this question. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEWS 

2.1. Types of Situations 

Types of language in different situation are divided into five, according to Joos (1967).  These types 

are also callled as register.  These five registers are frozen, formal, consultative, casual, and intimate.  

Each register shows the level of formality and its usage depends on the relationship between the two 

participants in the conversation. 

2.1.1. Frozen 

This type is usually used in very formal setting.  It does not require any feedback from the audience.  

The speaker of frozen style usually uses long sentences with good grammar and vocabulary.  This 

type of communication is generally used in respectful situation.  For example, speech for a state 

ceremony, marriage ceremony, national pledge, and so on.   

2.1.2. Formal 

Formal type is used in speaking to medium or large group, also to older persons or professional.  In 

this situation, speaker must frame the whole sentences first before they are delivered.  It is better for 

speaker to avoid using slang terminologies.  This type of situation is generally used in meeting, school 

lessons, court, and in interview.   

2.1.3. Consultative  

Consultative type is usually applied in semi-formal communication and two-way conversation.  This 

type is mostly operated among others.  The speaker does not need to plan what he wants to say 

because it is spontaneous.  The utterances may be shorter. Consultative regularly found in regular 

conversation at school, companies, group discussion, and so on.   

2.1.4. Casual 

Casual language is normally applied between friends thus the situation is mostly relaxed and 

informal.The interlocutors focus on getting the information out.  They tend to use slang in the 

utterance. Commonly, the relationship between speaker and hearer is closed.  This casual language 

happens in casual conversation with friends, family members, messages, chats, and phone calls.  

2.1.5. Intimate 

This type is different from others.  It usually happens within family or very close friends.  It uses 

personal language codes thus not everyone knows the message of the utterances.  The use of grammar 

is unnecessary here.  Intimate type usually contains slang, medical terms, and so on.  

2.2. Context 

Pragmatics, according to Fromkin et al., is the study of how context affects meaning (2013: 140). 

Cutting (2008: 2) defined context as knowledge both shared by speaker and hearer. Cutting classified 

context into: 

 Situational context: refers to the physical situation or background where the conversation 

between speaker and hearer is taking place.  

 Background knowledge: there are two types of background knowledge. Cultural general 

knowledge is common knowledge that most people already acknowledge. Interpersonal 

knowledge is specific knowledge that is only shared by speaker and hearer and can only 

be attained through verbal interaction and physical experience between speaker and 

hearer. 
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 Co-textual context: context that is constructed within the text itself, and often marked by 

grammatical cohesion and lexical cohesion.  

2.3. Politeness Strategy: Off-Record 

Brown and Levinson (1987) stated that off-record strategy is a way to do FTA by letting the hearer to 

decide how to interpret what the speaker says. In other words, this strategy is the opposite of on 

record strategy, where the hearer cannot put himself in certain meaning.  The examples of off record 

strategy are metaphor, irony, rhetorical question, understatement, and so on.  This type of politeness 

strategy lead to the ambiguity.   

3. METHODS 

The research uses a qualitative research. According to Djadjasudarma (1993:1), descriptive analysis 

method is a method that can descriptively provide characteristics, properties and image data through 

data selection, after the data is collected. In this research, there are the three stages to be done, 

namely: data provision, data analysis, and presentation or formulation of the analysis result. 

Researchers will use a variety of literature related to the research topic.  

3.1.Data Collection 

In this research, the writers collect all data from press release transcript of Julie Isabel Bishop is an 

Australian politician, serving as the Minister for Foreign Affairs since 2013. The transcript contains a 

conversation between Julie Isabel Bishop with a journalist talking about a bilateral relationship 

between Australia and Indonesia. Some subjects that talking are bilateral cooperation, espionage 

allegations, people smuggling, the case of Schapelle Corby, and Papua provinces.  

3.2.Data Analysis 

All of data shows that politeness strategy used in diplomatic press release is politeness strategy off-

record. Here are the data analyzed:   

Data 1: 

I am not going to go into the details of the discussion I had with Minister Natalegawa. The issue was 

raised. I took on board the concerns that have been raised and I took them very seriously, but I am 

not going to go into the details of the discussion because Australian governments do not discuss 

intelligence matters and that’s been a long standing practice of successive governments. 

Data (1) is the opening question of the journalist toward Julie Bishop. In this data, Julie Bishop avoids 

giving a comment regarding the case of espionage done by Australia. In this data, Julie Isabel Bishop 

uses two clauses indicating his response to the question and also showing that she do politeness 

strategy off-record. The first clause is “I am not going to go to into detail of the discussions.” The 

second clause is “but I am not going to go into the details of the discussion”. In addition, she also 

adds the reason why she does not want to go into detail of the discussions by saying “because 

Australian governments do not discuss intelligence matters”.  

The answer leads the journalist (the hearer) interpret what she says because she does not give direct 

and clear answer about the matters. With respect the answer, Julie Bishop do politeness strategy off-

record in this data. 

Data 2:  

The Australian Government does not, as a matter of principle does not, comment on intelligence 

matters. 

Data (2) which written in active transitive structure is a response of Julie Isabel Bishop toward a 

question about intelligence matters especially espionage allegations done by Australia. Here, Julie 

Isabel Bishop responses by saying “The Australian Government does not, as a matter of principle 

does not, comment on intelligence matters”. Moreover, the word “does not comment on intelligence 

matters” indicates that she does not want to talk about the matters. In addition, she also says “as a 

matter of principle does not” emphasizing her response toward the question.   
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It can be concluded that Julie Isabel Bishop applies politeness strategy off-record by giving the 

indirect answer to avoid giving comment on intelligence matters. It leads the journalist (the hearer) to 

interpret what Julie Bishop (the speaker) means by saying that. According to the data, Julie Bishop is 

trying to do FTA by letting the journalist (the hearer) interpret what is she says. 

Data 3: 

I understand that Minister Scott Morrison has given a press conference today with an update on this 

matter. I am aware of it, but it is an operational matter. It’s currently under discussion and it 

wouldn’t be appropriate for me to comment at all while discussions with Indonesia are underway 

and while operations are underway. 

Data (3) which is response of Julie Bishop regarding to an incident involving an asylum seeker vessel 

shows that Julie Bishop avoids answering the question indirectly. She emphasizes that what the 

journalist tries to ask is operational matters. Hence, she has no right to give the comment about the 

case. 

Julie Bishop seems to do FTA by giving indirect answer for the journalist (the hearer). In addition, she 

says that the case has been already discussed in a press conference by Minister Scott Morrison 

“…Minister Scott Morrison has given a press conference today with an update on this matter.” This 

answer indicates that she answers the question indirectly. Moreover, she says that it is “an operational 

matter” so it is not appropriate for her to comment “it wouldn‟t be appropriate for me to comment at 

all”. It can be seen that she also answers the question indirectly. 

Therefore, there answers indicate that Julie Bishop in this data applies politeness strategy off-record 

by giving the indirect answer and letting the journalist (the hearer) interpret what she says. 

Data 4: 

These are matters that I believe are best handled outside the media. I don’t think it’s in the interests 

of any of the people affected to have a running commentary through the media, but these are matters 

where Australia and Indonesia are working very closely and cooperatively to get positive outcomes. 

Data (4) is response for the case of Schapelle Corby's parole. It is very clear that Julie Isabel Bishop 

gives the ambiguous answer by saying that the matters “are best handled outside the media”. It can be 

that Julie Isabel Bishop does not want response question clearly. In addition, Julie Isabel Bishop also 

gives what the expectation of Australia and Indonesia in every matter they are working on. However, 

this answer also shows ambiguity by saying “but these are matters where Australia and Indonesia are 

working very closely and cooperatively to get positive outcomes.”  Julie Isabel Bishop says Australia 

and Indonesia expect to get positive outcomes but she does not say clearly the positive outcomes that 

she means.  

In data (4), Julie Bishop uses two clauses showing ambiguity answers. The first clause is “are best 

handled outside the media”.  The second is but these are matters where Australia and Indonesia are 

working very closely and cooperatively to get positive outcomes”. Both clauses show that Julie 

Bishop does FTA by not answering the question directly. In addition, she avoids answering the 

question in order to do FTA. Here, Julie Bishop gives ambiguity answer in order to the journalist (the 

hearer) interprets what she says. 

Data 5: 

The Australian Government respects Indonesia’s territorial sovereignty in all matters and as Prime 

Minister Abbott said when he visited Jakarta and met with President Yudhoyono, werespect 

Indonesian territorial sovereignty when it comes to the Papuan territories. 

Data (5) shows the response of Julie Isabel Bishop regarding to Australian foreign policy in relation to 

the Free West Papua movement. Julie Isabel Bishop in his answer uses the word „respect(s)‟ that 

contains ambiguity. Moreover, she uses the word „respect(s)‟ two times that indicates she emphases 

what the Australian Government responses to the Free Papua West.  

In addition, the interviewer address directly the question to Julie Isabel Bishop as Foreign Minister of 

Australia “How is your Australian foreign policy in relation to the Free West Papua movement?” by 
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using possessive pronoun 'your', the interview wants to get an answer from Julie Isabel Bishop 

representing herself as the Foreign Minister of Australia but Julie Isabel Bishop answer the question 

by using 'The Australian Government; moreover she uses pronoun „we' to describe that she does not 

represent as herself as Foreign Minister of Australia but as The Australian Government. In addition, 

she answers the question by using Prime Minister Abbott‟s opinion.  

In data (5), Julie Bishop uses the word „respect(s)‟ containing ambiguity and also represents the 

Australian Government by using the words „the Australian Government’ and „we’; moreover, she 

quotes indirectly what Prime Minister Abbott said when he met President Yudhoyono in Jakarta. It 

can be concluded that Julie Isabel Bishop gives ambiguity answer toward the question. Hence, it is 

categorized as off-record by using ambiguity answer and letting the journalist (the hearer) interpret 

the meaning of what she says. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Type of Situation 

In the conversation, communication occurs between the journalist and especially Julie Isabel Bishop, 

who responses some question from the journalist, is in consultative style. It shows that the 

communication applies in semi-formal communication and two-way conversation. The speaker does 

not need to plan what she wants to say because it is spontaneous. The utterances may be shorter. In 

fact, the data is proper categorized as consultative style.  

4.2. Situational Context 

The situational context in the communication is taking place when Indonesia and Australia is holding 

an annual politic dialogue forum named The Bali Process. The Bali Process is an official international 

forum concerns discussing about issues relating to people smuggling, human trafficking, and related 

transnational crime. 

4.3. Politeness Strategy: Off-Record 

All of data shows that Julie Isabel Bishop applies politeness strategy off-record. She applies the 

strategy by using certain words containing ambiguity. In addition, she applies the indirect answer 

toward the question from the interviewer. Therefore, Julie Isabel Bishop gives the interviewer (the 

hearer) interpret what she says. 

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

As stated in introduction, this research attempts to investigate types of situations and types of 

politeness strategy used in diplomatic press release transcription. The finding of this research 

regarding to the data is the type of situations occur is consultative style because the communication 

occurs in semi-formal communication and two-way conversation.  

In addition, situational context in the communication is taking place when Indonesia and Australia is 

holding an annual politic dialogue forum named The Bali Process discussing about issues relating to 

people smuggling, human trafficking, and related transnational crime.  

In all of data, politeness strategy found is politeness strategy off-record. According to the data Julie 

Bishop (the speaker) always does FTA by letting the journalist (the hearer) interpret what she says. 

Julie Bishop applies ambiguity answers to response the journalist‟s question.  

To sum up, politeness strategy found in diplomatic press release transcription applies off-record 

because the speaker wants to the hearer interpret what she says; moreover, the speaker implies that 

she is trying to keep certain information from the hearer. 
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